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Scope of the Journal
ISSN: 1750-8142 (Print), ISSN: 1750-8150 (Online)
IJLID is a multidisciplinary journal concerned with the audio,
visual and audio-visual design of legal information. It seeks to
promote and enhance discussion on (re)designing legal
information by addressing both theoretical and practical
issues. It is highly relevant to reforming and revitalising the
discourses and practices involved.
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Contents:
IJLID publishes original papers, review papers, general
reports, case studies, conference reports, management
reports, book reviews, notes, commentaries, news, etc.
Special Issues devoted to important topics in legal
information design will occasionally be published.
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Topics covered include:
• Legal information (re)design and
- communication studies, media studies
history
- drama studies, (digital) storytelling
- e-government
- e-learning, education science
- iconography/iconology, semiotics
- visual communication, graphic design
- information/knowledge management
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- typography, linguistics
- literary studies, narratology
- psychology, sociology
- philosophy
- counselling studies
• Any subjects that arise with any of the
discipline combinations above
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Find out about calls for papers and how to submit
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